
Villa de Leyva — colombian 
Andean region
3 days / 2 nights
A program that will allow you to learn from the hand 
of a craftsman the ancestral techniques for manufac-
turing that matured cheeses and other dairy products.

Book at intotheshift.com/en/reserve

Soul - Craft Techniques & Community



VILLA DE LEYVA

s a colonial town in the department of Boyacá. It has 
a mild climate with an average temperature of 18°C. 
It was founded in 1.572 by the Spaniards during the 

colonial period, and became the Viceroys' preferred place 
of retreat; this small yet wonderful place conserves the 
original architecture from the period when it was found-
ed, framed behind by imposing mountains up to 3.600m 
high, with tropical moorlands or páramos, Andean 
forests, canyons, and deserts full of magic and diversity.

Colombia is a profoundly agricultural country and we 
would like to share with you the experience of integrat-
ing for a few days into Colombian rural life, on a farm 
close to the colonial town of Villa de Leyva. Here, it is 
traditional to milk by hand, to work with wool, and to 
produce artisan dairy products.

This experience gives us the opportunity to understand 
and value the simplicity of life in this region. 

DETAILS

• Duration: 3 days, 2 nights
• Level of  difficulty: Easy
• Group: 5 people
• Meeting point: Bogota
• Modes of  transport: Overland
• Accommodation: You’ll stay in a boutique 
hotel on the outskirts of Villa de Leyva with a 
beautiful view of the mountains. You’ll sleep in 
double rooms with private bathrooms

Value per person:
Land Portion 
Air Portion
VAT
TOTAL

Book now on http://intotheshift.com/eng/reserve/

If you have any doubts or enquiries don’t hesitate to 
contact us at hello@intotheshift.com

* Cost given per person considering a group o� mini-
mum 5 people
* Rates effective from January 1, 2020, to December 30, 
2020
* We work with dynamic rates, th� means that the cost 
will depend on the number o� people and the dates o� 
your trip

USD $          543
N/A
N/A
USD $          543



PROGRAM

DAY 1 – We’ll meet in Bogotá at a place previously 
agreed, and travel overland to Villa de Leyva where we’ll 
settle in El Caney hotel on the outskirts of town, an ideal 
site to connect with the region and start our rural life 
experience. After a delicious lunch we’ll arrive at Don 
Germán's farm where we’ll begin our learning process on 
cheese-making techniques and farm life; after evening 
we’ll return to our hotel. 

DAY 2 – We’ll leave in the morning after enjoying a 
tasty breakfast and arrive at the farm, where we’ll contin-
ue with our workshop on artisan cheese-making and 
sheep-shearing. After enjoying a delicious lunch we’ll set 
out on a tour to the Wool Route, a project created and 
managed by women of the region to help preserve their 
traditions.

DAY 3 – In the morning we’ll visit the town of Villa de 
Leyva where we’ll have the chance to discover its different 
attractions and hidden corners. After a typical lunch we’ll 
return to Bogotá.

INCLUDED

• Accompaniment by an adventure expert Insider 
knowledgeable about the region.
• Accident insurance - Consult at https://www.into-
theshift.com/en/legal-notice/
• Food (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners)
• Activities described in the program
• Overland transport
• Accommodation in shared rooms - Let us know if you 
want single rooms; this will have an additional cost.  - 
Subject to availability.

Villa de Leyva

NOT INCLUDED

• Alcoholic beverages
• Unspecified expenses
• Specialized personal equipment for the trip (I� 
   required, please write to �)
• Additional activities not stipulated in the schedule



Socioeconomic Impact, 
Villa de Leyva
When you travel with us, you make a difference, as 
you encourage those who welcome you into their 
homes and communities to become more passion-
ate each day about their role as hosts of Colombia's 
unfolding to the world.
Below you will find percentages detailing how your 
money will be invested:

CATEGORY DISTRIBUTION

Food and lodging 17%
Insiders 3%
Local Labor 28%
Operation and administration 19%
Sales and Marketing 14%
Contribution to a local cause 2%
Fees and taxes 17%

These labels will provide you with information about the 
positive impact you make on the local economy o� the 

community when you make a purchase.


